 

“Voh Yar Hai jo Khusbu ki Tarah / Jis ki
Zuban Urdu ki Tarah”: The Friendly
Association Between Urdu Poetry and Hindi
Film Music*

Dil n≥-umµd tå nahµ, n≥-k≥m hµ tå hai
Lambµ hai gham kµ sh≥m, magar sh≥m hµ
tå hai
Defeated it may be, but the heart is not
despaired
Sorrow’s evening is long, but after all, it
is merely evening

T begins a recent song from the Hindi movie “—A Love Story.”
The lyrics of the song are credited to Javed Akhtar, but the verse itself
comes from a poem by Faiz Ahmed Faiz. The contribution of Faiz to this
film song is entirely unstated, unobtrusive and seamless. To me, the juxtaposition of these lines in the song is emblematic of a highly symbiotic
relationship between Hindi film music and Urdu poetry. I contend that
the influence of Urdu poets on Hindi film music not only ensured that
the language continued to have a performative presence in the linguistic
landscape of India, but also that Hindi film music transformed Urdu
poetry, keeping it in tune with the contemporary cultural milieu in India.
In order to appreciate the significance of this association between the
two art forms, I believe that one must contextualize it alongside the absolute diminishment of institutional patronage of Urdu in post independ*
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ence India. The conflicts within the Indian nationalist space with respect
to the role of Urdu are well documented.1 Indeed, the communalization
of the language conflict in India has a long history, going back to colonial
decrees such as Anthony Macdonnell’s “Hindi resolution” of 
declaring Hindi a separate language from Urdu, which was considered the
exclusive tongue of Muslims.2 The bitter conflicts that arose between the
sectarian proponents of the Hindi-Urdu divide (from both ends of the
religious binary) and the more moderate proponents of a shared
“Hindustani” ethos were also played out in the census of India. Aijaz
Ahmed recalls that while the census of the Subcontinent did not mention
Hindi and Urdu as separate languages in , preferring the more inclusive Hindustani, the divide emerged in subsequent census tabulations. By
, Hindustani had been eliminated from the census as a possible language,3 thereby eliminating yet another institutional bridge that Urdu
may have used to reach out to the mainstream. The ravages of partition,
the suspicion that Urdu was routinely subjected to under the nationalist
discourse,4 and not the least the stubborn assertions by Muslim sectarian
interests that Urdu be treated as a language of the Muslims, all steadily

1

See for example, Jyotindra Das Gupta, Language, Conflict and National
Development: Group Politics and National Language Policy in India (Berkeley, CA:
University of California Press, ), pp. –.
2
Mushirul Hasan, Indian Muslims, Legacy of a Divided Nation: Indian Muslims Since Independence (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, ), pp. –.
Hasan also recalls Mohsinul Mulk’s poignant verse that symbolized Urdu’s
plight, ≤al s≥t^, ke √asrat dil-e ma√r∑m s® nikl® / ‘¥shiq k≥ jan≥za hai, ÿar≥ d^∑m s®
nikl® (walk along, that the defeated heart may fulfil its (last) desire / after all, it is
a lover’s corpse, give it a flamboyant burial); see p. .
3
See “In the Mirror of Urdu: Recompositions of Nation and Community,
–,” in his Lineages of the Present (New Delhi: Tulika, ), pp. –.
4
Sahir Ludhianvi, an Urdu poet of the Progressive group, passionately
records this sense of suspicion in a poem he wrote on Gh≥lib’s centenary in :

Jis ‘ahd-e siy≥sat n®, yeh zinda zub≥ ku±lµ
Us ‘ahd-e siy≥sat kå mar√∑må k≥ gham ky∑ hai?
Gh≥lib jis® kaht® hai, Urd∑ hµ k≥ sh≥‘ir t^≥
Urd∑ pe sitam d^ar kar, Gh≥lib pe karam ky∑ hai?
That act of politics that crushed this living language,
Why does it now mourn the dead?
That man called Gh≥lib was a poet of Urdu,
Why are Urdu’s tormentors so merciful toward him?
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contributed to the withdrawal of Urdu into the penumbra of national
consciousness. Occasional phrases like “dying language” are being bandied about with respect to Urdu in India, and indicators like “the number
of Urdu-medium schools in Uttar Pradesh” present a litany of bad news
with respect to the present conditions and future viability of the language.
However, I contend that one must not merely use these inert and
sterile indicators to gauge the viability of a language. A casual look around
the Indian cultural landscape reveals that Urdu is still very much alive in
the performed linguistic traditions of India. Indeed, it is a language that is
often accorded a mystifyingly high status as a marker of refinement. Urdu
ghazals are always deployed by Hindi speakers to punctuate mellow
moments, and ironically, in a milieu where the Urdu question has been
hopelessly conflated with the Muslim question, many of the most hardcore of Hindutv≥-v≥dµs (champions of Hindutv≥ ) continue to deploy Urdu
metaphors and couplets in their election speeches.
What institutions then further the performativity and enactment of
Urdu, in an atmosphere where the traditional institutions are under
retreat? My simple thesis in this paper is that the ubiquitous presence of
song in the conventions of Hindi cinema has provided valuable institutional support for the survival and furtherance of Urdu poetry. Not only
has it provided livelihood to a number of Urdu poets, it has, more importantly, through the popularization of their work, kept the idiom of Urdu
poetry alive in a larger section of the Subcontinental populace.
Serious Urdu poetry finds expression in Hindi film songs in three distinct ways. First, existing classical Urdu poetry is sometimes used in
cinematic situations. Table  shows a selected set of famous classical Urdu
poets whose work finds mention in Hindi film songs5. Indeed, the presence of such classical poems in Hindi films provides much needed linkages between the present and the past of Urdu poetry.

5

For purposes of economy, I have only included a single sample for each
poet. For a more comprehensive listing, the reader is invited to visit the Internet
web-site of the rec.music.indian.miscellaneous newsgroup, available at
http://www.cs.wisc.edu/~navin/india/songs/.
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TABLE

: “Classical” Poets Whose Work Appeared in Hindi Cinema

Poet

Song

Film

Amµr Khusrau
Bah≥dur Sh≥h ◊afar
ƒasrat Måh≥nµ
Mµr Taqµ Mµr
Mirz≥ Gh≥lib
Mu√ammad Iqb≥l
Qulµ Quπub Sh≥h
V≥jid ‘Alµ Sh≥h

K≥h®-kå by≥h® bid®s
Lagt≥ nahµ hai dil mir≥ uj∞® day≥r m®
≤upk® ±upk® r≥t din ≥s∑ bah≥n≥
Dik^≥’µ diy≥ y∑ ke b®-khud kiy≥
Dil-e n≥d≥, tuj^® h∑’≥ ky≥ hai
Kab^µ a® √aqµqat-e munta ar
Piy≥ b≥j py≥la piy≥ j≥’® n≥
B≥bul mår≥, naihar ±^∑ªå hµ j≥’®

Umr≥’å J≥n
L≥l Qila‘
Nik≥√
B≥z≥r
Mirz≥ Gh≥lib
Dul^an ‡k R≥t Kµ
Nish≥nt
Isªrµª Sigar

Apart from the classical poets of the past, even contemporary Urdu
poets of the fifties and the sixties have utilized their already published
works in the service of Hindi cinema. While an inventory of such works
would be too large to consider,6 I would like to concentrate on those song
writers in Hindi cinema who were members of the Progressive Writers’
Association, another institution that played a significant role in cementing the linkages between Urdu poetry and Hindi films.7 Table  provides
a list of poets from the Progressive tradition whose already published
poetry found its way into Hindi films in the form of songs.

6

Once again, the interested reader is invited to go to the searchable database
of Hindi film songs at the site given in note , where it is possible to retrieve the
songs by lyricist. An interesting exercise would be to compare the  lyricists
found in these songs with another very detailed database, “Nita’s Urdu Poetry
List,” available at http://www.geocities.com/Tokyo/Ginza//index.html. This
web-site maintained by Nita Awatramani cites (on date)  poets, and at least 
poets are common across both these databases, yet another empirical manifestation of the depth of relationship between Urdu poetry and Hindi cinema.
7
For a brief history of the linkage between the Progressive Writers’ Asoociation (PWA) and Indian cinema, see Ashish Rajadhyaksha and Paul Wilemen,
Encyclopedia of Indian Cinema (New Delhi: Oxford University Press, ), p.
. After its inception in , the PWA provided a realist and politically aware
agenda to Hindi cinema. Its impact on the lyrics of Hindi films was formidable.
Poets like Sahir Ludhianvi and Majrooh Sultanpuri set the tone for a socially
transformative agenda in Hindi film music, and pioneered a new aesthetic of
using simple language, publicly available metaphor, and a blend of Persian and
Sanskrit vocabulary to produce a non-sectarian tradition in film lyrics.
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TABLE

: Progressive Poets Whose Work Featured in Hindi Film Songs

Poet

Song

Film

Fai¤ A√mad Fai¤
Isr≥ru ’l-ƒaq Maj≥z
J≥ Ni¡≥r Akhtar
Kaifµ ‘A mµ
Majr∑√ Sulπ≥np∑rµ
Makhd∑m Mu√yu
’d-Dµn
S≥√ir Lud^iy≥nvµ
Sard≥r Ja‘farµ

Muj^ s® pehlµ sµ mu√abbat
A® gham-e dil ky≥ kar∑
¥’µ zanjµr kµ j^ak≥r, khud≥ khair kar®
Hå k® majb∑r muj^® us-n® bul≥y≥
Ham t^® mat≥‘i k∑±a-o-b≥z≥r
‡k ±ab®lµ k® man≈v® tal®

Qaidµ
º^åkar
Ra¤iya Sulπ≥na
ƒaqµqat
Dastak
≤≥ ≤≥ ≤≥

≤alå ek b≥r p^ir s® ajnabµ
Sh≥m-e gham kµ qasam

Gumr≥h
Fuªp≥t^

The second way in which Urdu poetry has transformed Hindi cinema
is through composition by Urdu poets of specific, customized songs for
Hindi films. This has introduced a variety of metaphors into the Hindi
language, which through several generations of humming, have now
become an integral part of Hindustani usage. In this way, Urdu
vocabulary could be said to have become part of the dominant linguistic
mosaic of the Subcontinent.
An examination of this point reveals the mutually transformative role
played by Urdu poetry and Hindi song. I daresay that not only did these
Urdu poets transform the metaphor and idiom of Hindi songs, but their
own oeuvre was also transformed by the exigencies of Hindi cinema. After
all, it is self-evident that Hindi cinema works under several limitations.
For one, till the advent of -rpm LPs, songs could not be longer than 
minutes and  seconds, and even now, they are rarely longer than 
minutes.8 They are limited by the situations that occur in the movies. For
reasons that may be related to the overzealousness of Hindi film censors,
the Hindi film song has evolved as a medium especially suited to voice
what the censors will not allow in everyday speech. Hence an overdose of
metaphors that convey romantic love, erotic passion and sexual desire. A
preponderance of such metaphors must have weighed heavily on the creativity of the poets, especially Progressive poets, who were committed to

8

Javed Akhtar perhaps laments this fickleness of the film audience when he
remarks (in a non-film poem): “≤≥r laf å m® kahå jå b^µ kahå / Us kå kab furΩat
sun® fary≥d sab” (say your peace in four words / she does not have time for all your
plaints).
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making use of a mass-accessible medium such as cinema for the representation of important social situations. Then again, given the force of the
conventions of Indian cinema, poets have had to write their lyrics for
already composed melodies, which can be quite a limitation.9
Finally, the exigencies of writing for a broad audience meant that
poets had to impose specific restrictions on their language, not the least of
which was to de-Persianize it. Of course, this demand for de-Persianization even extended to already published poems. For instance, when Guru
Dutt chose to adopt Sahir’s despairing commentary on Bombay’s brothels
“¬an≥-khv≥n-e taqdµs-e mashriq kah≥ hai” (where are those who sing
praises of the sanctity of [the] East) for his movie “ Py≥s≥,” he requested
Sahir to de-Persianize the muk^∞≥ to make it more accessible. I must say
that Sahir’s new muk^∞≥ , “Jinh® n≥z hai Hind par vå kah≥ hai ” (where
are those who are so proud of India), integrates seamlessly with the rest of
the poem.
Sahir of course was a master of rendering complex thoughts with an
extraordinary economy of language. For instance, his song in “ Ham
Dånå”
Mai zindagµ k≥ s≥t^ nib^≥t≥ ±al≥ gay≥
Har fikr kå d^∑’® m® u∞≥t≥ ±al≥ gay≥
I learnt to walk apace with life,
And blow all my worries into smoke

can be read equally as an act of ultimate ideological compromise or a
defiant optimism.
I believe that the tradition of Sahir is equally alive in the works of
Javed Akhtar, who creates similar magic with his simple yet powerful language, as is evident in this song from “Mash‘al” ().
Ka’µ y≥då k® ±her® hai
Ka’µ qiΩΩ® pur≥n® hai
T®rµ sau d≥st≥n® hai
T®r® kitn® fas≥n® hai
Magar ik voh kah≥nµ hai
Jå ab muj^ kå sun≥nµ hai
Zindagµ, ≥ rah≥ h∑ mai

9

In a lighter vein, Kaifi Azmi once compared this practice to digging a grave
ahead of time and demanding a corpse of the right dimensions.
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Several memories have faces
And several stories from the past
You have hundreds of stories
And as many parables
But there is that one story
Which I must now tell
Life! Here I come!

Thus far we have seen how existing Urdu poems as well as commissioned works have found their way into the mainstreams of Hindi cinema. But there is a third, indirect way in which these two art forms are
inextricably intertwined. Snippets and phrases from Urdu poetry find
their way into the lexicon of Hindi film songs. For instance, in the film
“‡k D∑j® K®-liy® ,” Anand Bakshi, a career lyricist, inserts Gh≥lib in the
line “‘Ishq par zår nahµ, Gh≥lib n® kah≥ hai is-liy®” (love is not bound by
compulsion, because Gh≥lib has said so). Måmin’s eternal couplet “Tum
mer® p≥s håt® hå gåy≥ / Jab kå’µ d∑sr≥ nahµ håt≥ ” (my solitude is always spent
as if you are by my side) is used inventively in a song “A® m®r® sh≥h-e
kh∑b≥” in the movie “Love in Simla.” Gh≥lib’s couplet “Jµ ≈^∑n≈^t≥ hai
p^ir vohµ furΩat k® r≥t din” (once again the heart searches for those days and
nights of leisure) forms a muk^∞≥ of a song by Gulzar from the movie
“Ma‘Ω∑m.”
And fittingly, it is Gulzar, the Gh≥lib aficionado, who provides us
with the lyric that gave me the title of this paper. In the  film “Dil
S®,” his Sufi inspired song “≤^aiy≥ ≤^aiy≥ ,” despite its heavy use of Persianized Urdu, became a super-hit. And in a reverential ode to the language itself, Gulzar remarks, “A friend who is like a fragrance / And
whose language is (sweet) like Urdu.” Indeed. Indeed. Ë

